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Background

Who might find this document useful?
This flowchart is designed to support projects that are looking to adapt a youth dating violence prevention program. By program, we mean a structured intervention that is designed to be implemented in a way that is replicable (i.e., is implemented in roughly the same way over time). The Fourth R program is an example of a youth dating violence prevention program. All Fourth R programs have a standard, structured curriculum, where the purpose of the curriculum is that different facilitators in different settings can implement the program in roughly the same way over time. This adaptation guide can be used to help you adapt a youth dating violence prevention program.

Who might not find this document useful?
Many projects within our Community of Practice are doing highly innovative and impactful prevention work, but not through a specific standardized program. So, for example, youth support groups; youth participatory action projects; or projects that do not have a standardized curriculum may not find this flowchart useful. In these types of initiatives, adaptation is the norm (not the exception), as the initiative is constantly evolving and changing as it is implemented. Nonetheless, we encourage you to think about your initiative’s theory of change using some of the tools in this document.

What do we mean when we talk about ‘root causes’ in this document?
By root causes, we mean things that are further ‘upstream’ from the problem we are seeking to address (youth dating violence). Root causes are also sometimes referred to as macro-level or structural risk factors, or distal causes. For youth dating violence, root causes are things like historical or community trauma; racism; poverty; and transphobia. Historically, dating violence prevention programs have not focused on root causes. Instead, these programs have focused on what we refer to as more proximal causes, like poor conflict negotiation skills or a lack of understanding of consent. While these proximal causes are important, without a root cause analysis, we can lose sight of where those more proximal causes stem from. So, we encourage new and existing programs to think about what the root causes of the problem in their community are, and to let this root cause analysis shape what their prevention program looks like. It is important to note, however, that it would be impossible to tackle every root cause with a single program. When thinking about root causes, we encourage you to focus on those that you think are most important for your community, and do your root cause analysis based on these factor(s). This is not to say other root causes are not important. Rather, it recognizes that we can only address so many issues with any single program. Gathering input from key community stakeholders is an important part of determining which root cause(s) to focus on.
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Key Question #1
Does my program have a Theory of Change?

NO →
Stop here for now and develop a theory of change. It is important to have a robust theory of change before continuing the adaptation process.

YES →
Key Question #2
Does my program have a Standardized Curriculum/Program Model?

NO →
Stop here for now. Create a standardized curriculum/program manual before continuing the adaptation process.

YES →
Key Question #3
Do I know my program’s Core Components?

NO →
Stop here for now. It’s important to know your program’s core components before continuing the adaptation process.

YES →
Continue to Adapting and Translating Evidence-Based Programs Tipsheet
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Key Question 1: Does my Program have a Theory of Change?

What is a Theory of Change?

A program theory of change is also commonly referred to as a logic model. The reason we use the phrase “theory” in this document is to highlight that this model should be grounded in a theoretical framework(s). For example, you might draw on critical race theory to build your intervention, or the transtheoretical model. Having a solid theoretical grounding is critical to building an effective program.

Note that the ‘theory of change’ that we refer to here is specific to your program. It is different than the logic model created by PHAC that applies to all projects. However, the PHAC logic model can be used as an example of a theory of change. We have also created a specific example for the community of practice, which we include at the end of this document. For more examples, see Ghate, D. (2018). Developing theories of change for social programmes: Co-producing evidence-supported quality improvement. Palgrave Communications, 4, 90 (open-access publication).

Why is it Important to Have a Theory of Change?

Your theory of change tells you how your program is expected to result in a reduction of teen dating violence. It is a systematic and visual way to present your understanding of the causes of, need for and resources required for your program, the activities you plan and the change or results you hope to achieve. Here is an example of how you might format a theory of change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broad type of programme, Philosophy of intervention, Level of prevention, Target population, Modality, Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOT CAUSES</th>
<th>NEED</th>
<th>RESOURCES (inputs)</th>
<th>ACTIVITIES (outputs)</th>
<th>IMPLEMENTATION OUTCOMES</th>
<th>MECHANISMS OF CHANGE</th>
<th>OUTCOME(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The factors that lead to or cause the need or problem</td>
<td>The specific need(s), problem(s) or issue(s) the intervention addresses</td>
<td>The resources required to address the need</td>
<td>What is done or provided to address the need and lead to change</td>
<td>Change(s) for practitioners, organisations or systems arising from the activities</td>
<td>Participants’ responses and learning from the activities (understanding, thinking, feeling)</td>
<td>The change(s) that should result for participants (behaviours, practices, relationships, states)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above example, your theoretical framework will directly inform the Activities, or what your program will do to create change with participants. Your theoretical framework will also inform your proposed Mechanisms of Change, or what participants will learn and how this will result in change. The article the above figure comes from is open-access and can be found [here](#). The article also has additional examples of ways to structure your theory of change.

**How Do I Build a Theory of Change?**

There are a number of ways to build your theory of change. For tips on different ways you might approach building your theory of change, check out [this website](#). To determine what theoretical framework(s) you might use, you can start by looking at what theory/ies similar programs use (this will usually be listed in any publication on that program). You can also talk to researchers who are working in this area.

---

**Key Question 2: Does my Program have a Standardized Curriculum/Program Manual?**

**What is a Standardized Curriculum/Manual?**

A standardized program curriculum (or manual) contains all the activities required to successfully implement your program. Just like a curriculum used in the K-12 classroom, youth dating violence prevention program curriculums often contain lesson plans, learning objectives and expectations, and suggested teaching and learning strategies. This curriculum could be available online, on paper, or both. Specifically, it is not the format that makes something a curriculum, but rather the content of what you are delivering (e.g., is it a structured set of activities? This would be a curriculum regardless of the format).

**Why is it important to have a standardized curriculum/manual before adapting?**

Having a standardized program curriculum means that your program can be implemented with fidelity (or, how it is intended) by anyone who implements the program. Even with a standardized curriculum, new facilitators will still need training to implement the program, but the standardized curriculum is an important tool for them to have during the implementation process. Having this curriculum ensures that all facilitators are delivering the program the way it was designed to be delivered.
How do I create a standardized curriculum/manual?
If you are starting from scratch, the best way to create your curriculum is with a team that may include researchers, a curriculum expert (i.e., someone who has experience and expertise in the area of curriculum development), practitioners and other key stakeholders (e.g., youth). Often, this team includes someone with training in K-12 education, or someone with a certificate in Curriculum Development. This person will be able to help you properly structure your activities into an effective scope and sequence. Best practice is also to develop the manual in consultation with key stakeholders to ensure that the program meets their needs.

Key Question 3: Do I Know my Program’s Core Components?

What is a Core Component?
A core component is the “parts, features, attributes, or characteristics of a program that a range of research techniques show influence its success when implemented effectively.”¹ In other words, core components are the parts of your program that the program will not work (i.e., will not achieve its intended outcomes) without.

Why is it Important to Know my Program’s Core Components?
Having an idea of what your core components are is critical before starting to adapt a program.² Core components are the things that make your program what it is. Because of this, if the core components were to be changed, your program would no longer be recognizable as your program. When you are making an adaptation, core components are the things you want to make sure stay the same across adaptations.

Here is an example. A core component of a program called Let’s Talk Health! is positive sexuality discussions and activities. The developers are asked to adapt Let’s Talk Health! for implementation in a Catholic school, but the people at the school tell them that for Let’s Talk Health! to be implemented, the developers need to drop positive sexuality discussions/activities and focus on abstinence only. This request is a violation of a core component of the program, and so Let’s Talk Health! cannot be adapted to accommodate this request (this is not to say the developers may not choose to go ahead and develop something new for the Catholic school setting. But, because it drops the core component of positive sexuality discussions/activities, that program would no longer be Let’s Talk Health!).


How do I Determine What my Core Components are?

There is no one way to determine core components. Ideally, programs should use rigorous multi-arm outcome and process evaluations to determine what the program’s core components are. However, many programs do not have the funding or capacity to conduct these types of evaluations, and even if they do, these types of evaluations can take multiple years.

In the absence of this empirical evidence, they are a few other ways to hypothesize about what your program's core components might be. Morgan and colleagues\(^3\) provide a list of key questions and response options to start with when trying to assess core components. They have also divided these questions up into something they call ‘component categories.’ These categories refer to the different aspects of the program (e.g., what is taught; how it is delivered; what supports are provided; and what might contribute to/hinder sustainability). The categories below also help us remember that core components are more than just the content that is being delivered. For example, core components can also include the program's underlying theoretical model(s).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Category</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response Options (select all that apply)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Content**         | Program content: What are the key skills taught in the program? Key skills are those that the developers believe are required to achieve program outcomes. | [ ] Problem-solving skills  
[ ] Coping skills  
[ ] Interpersonal skills (e.g., conflict negotiation)  
[ ] Bystander intervention skills  
[ ] Other, please specify: ____________________ |
| **Process**         | Delivery method: How are the content and skills taught?                  | [ ] Didactic instruction  
[ ] Group discussion  
[ ] Role play (or other direct skills practice)  
[ ] Coaching/mentoring  
[ ] Behavioral modeling  
[ ] Other, please specify: ____________________ |
|                     | Delivery mode: What is the mode of delivery?                            | [ ] In-person individual  
[ ] In-person group  
[ ] Virtual (e.g., through Zoom)  
[ ] Social media  
[ ] Phone – call  
[ ] Phone – text  
[ ] Mobile app  
[ ] Other, please specify: ____________________ |
| **Barrier Reduction** | Program access: Does the program facilitate access/reduce barriers to attendance? | [ ] Direct transportation  
[ ] Transit vouchers  
[ ] Childcare  
[ ] Online modality (e.g., tablet)  
[ ] Other, please specify: ____________________  
[ ] N/A |
|                     | Tangible support: Does the program provide tangible support to help youth attend and/or reach target outcome(s)?  | [ ] Scholarship for education  
[ ] Cash  
[ ] Housing  
[ ] Clothes  
[ ] Food  
[ ] Legal advice  
[ ] Other, please specify: ____________________  
[ ] N/A |
| **Sustainability** | How does the program provide ongoing support?                           | [ ] Support groups  
[ ] Referrals  
[ ] Helpline  
[ ] Booster sessions  
[ ] Mobile app  
[ ] Other, please specify: ____________________  
[ ] N/A |

Another way to assess what your core components may be is to see if there is a published literature review on core components in your topic area. For example, Ruane-McAteer and colleagues (2020) comprehensively reviewed all studies that focused on engaging men and boys in sexual and reproductive health promotion from 2007-2018, and came up with four key program components for gender-transformative interventions with men and boys. So, a gender-transformative program could use this review to help them identify what might be the core components of their specific program.

There are similar reviews available for other types of programs. We have provided some references below:


Using this process, you should come up with a list of 4-5 core components. These components are often a mixture of content knowledge, theoretical approaches and teaching and learning strategies.

---

Adapting & Translating Programs

Once you have developed your program’s theory of change; created a standardized curriculum; and determined your core components, you are ready to adapt your program. To learn more about how to adapt your program, see PREVNet’s [Adapting and Translating Evidence-Based Programs* tip sheet](#). Briefly, there are six key steps to adapting a program:

1. **Know your core components**
2. **Look for unique risk and protective factors in your new population**
3. **Co-create the adaptation with key-stakeholders**
4. **Plan for an iterative process**
5. **Evaluate as you go**
6. **Look for harm**
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